
High-Performance Coach, Social Impactor & 
Keynote Speaker

Inspiring Personal & Professional Growth Through 

Living A Purpose Driven Life

Wendy Bird teaches individuals and leaders how to uncover 

sustained levels of energy, productivity, clarity, performance 

and purpose. Going through seemingly insurmountable 

obstacles herself, she's chosen to live a purpose-driven life.

In 2002 she founded Pearls with Purpose, a social-impact 
organization which combines micro-enterprising with 
humanitarian assistance. Audiences are captivated as she 
weaves the stories of those she's interacted with on a personal 
level into her keynote speeches. She moves, inspires and 
motivates people all over the world by sharing her passion for 
all of humanity. She is known for her international speaking at 
conferences in 28 different countries and throughout the 
United States. She engages others with the lessons she's 
learned from her extensive personal experiences.

As she has traveled the world she has discovered powerful –

and sometimes surprising – secrets to personal empowerment 

and joy. She works with individuals and groups of all sizes 

helping them break through personal barriers as they strive 

towards better versions of themselves one step at a time.
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c o a c h w e n d y b i r d .com

Her inspiring keynotes are both deeply personal and 

practical for our current day. Considered an expert in 

unconventional approaches to achieving extraordinary 

results, Wendy will help you unlock your inner-potential and 

teach you how to accelerate your personal growth while 

living a #PurposeDriven life.

https://coachwendybird.com/
https://coachwendybird.com/
https://www.instagram.com/pearlswithpurpose/
https://www.facebook.com/pg/wendylynnbird
https://www.linkedin.com/in/wendybird/
https://twitter.com/PearlsPurpose


During this keynote, the audience is taken down a path interwoven with the well-worn threads of two decades of living 

and working in developing countries. An individual's ability to live a #PurposeDriven life is magnified as inspiration from 

Ghandi, Mother Teresa and more are intricately tied into the unique cultures and stories of Pearls With Purpose.

The Purpose Driven Life

With the rising uncertainty in the world, anxiety, depression and technology use are at all time highs, causing a struggle 

to feel genuine happiness. Using statistics from Harvard, video shorts and several heart-warming inspirational stories, 

the audience comes away empowered with the tools and knowledge needed to experience sustained happiness within 

their own lives.

The Happiness Factor

We are all internally wired for human connection. The advances in technology today allow us to connect with anyone at 

anytime. Yet suicide, mental illness, anxiety and uncertainty are at all time highs, particularly amongst the millennial 

demographic. The solution can be found in experiencing true human connection on a sustainable basis. Using 

established frameworks, tools and processes, audiences of all ages are given strategies to experience the human 

connection we are all wired for and seek to feel on a daily basis.

Addiction Avoidance Through Human Connection

The story of how people from all walks of life can make a difference by seeking opportunities to help others. Whether its a 

neighbor, a friend, a family member or someone on the other side of the world- we can all contribute to one another in some 

way.

The Purple Dress

This keynote empowers the listener in 6 key traits to Learn By Doing. An action driven formula to succeed and grow in the business world as

seen through the eyes of long-time cyclist, Wendy Bird.

LBD (NOT your "Little Black Dress"!)

Sustained joy begins with Triple C: Clarity, Consciousness and Connection. (For a more interactive experience we recommend 

Triple Action C) We all have those days. The alarm goes off, we know we have to get up- yet we hit snooze. Multiple times. We 

function on coffee or energy drinks. We tap into our phone before we’ve even rolled out of bed. And why? Why have we 

become so reactionary to the litany of requests coming in from others when our own self is starved and begging for needed 

attention?  Triple C introduces us into our demand for more. More out of life. More time with family. More productivity. More

passion, vibrancy and stamina. We all want more out of life, Triple C is the introduction and Triple Action C gives us the proven 

processes and interactions to accomplish it.

Triple C

Picking up where Triple C leaves off, Triple Action C dives deeper into proven processes and techniques for having more vitality and energy 

in life. These in-depth interactive building blocks stack Courage, Contribution and Curiosity onto Clarity, Consciousness and Connection, 

teaching how to advance in each value with a call to action in being bold, contributing and living in congruence with our core.

Triple Action C


